Welcome to Broadband Library, the award-winning, leading repository of technical knowledge of the people, by the people and for the people of broadband cable. For over twenty years, Broadband Library has shared key technical information through the eyes and insight of industry leaders from all around the world. Published on a quarterly basis, all 28,000+ members of the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers/ International Society of Broadband Experts (SCTE/ISBE) receive the Library as an exclusive member-benefit.

Written exclusively by distinguished and notable business leaders, engineers, and SCTE/ISBE representatives, Broadband Library’s unique editorial truly stands in a class by itself. Our resident authors push the limits by voicing personal opinions on the current and future state of broadband and its technology. Each issue, the latest industry insights are offered by notable industry experts, including Ron Hranac, Jeff Finklestein, Brady Volpe, Stewart Schley, H. Mark Bowers, Tom Gorman, and Mark Dzuban. We of course can’t forget about our beloved Phantom of the Library, an established and prominent engineer whose identity remains hidden. Alongside these esteemed engineering executives, each and every Broadband Library publication over the past two decades has showcased a well-known guest author, sharing his or her views on technological advancements and issues in our ever-changing industry. These contributions have come from visionaries such as Bill Bresnan, Bill Daniels, Richard Green, Leo Hindery, Amos Hostetter, Jerry Kent, Jim Robbins, Ted Rogers, John Sie, and Michael Willner, just to name a few. In more recent years, Tony Werner, Nomi Bergman, Wayne Davis, Mike LaJoie, Edward Rogers, Kevin Hart, Brian Allen, and John Malone have highlighted an ever-expanding list of accomplished and admired industry experts.
Printed copies of Broadband Library are mailed to SCTE/ISBE VIP operational members holding job titles of Engineering Supervisor, Field Level Operational Management, VP, General Manager, Director and other management level professionals including CEOs, COOs, CTOs, CFOs, EVPs, and SVPs.

Distribution at every SCTE/ISBE Chapter Meeting, Vendor Day, Cable-Tec Expo (included in each attendee’s registration bag) and bonus issues at major conventions around the world.

PRINT ADVERTISING RATES:

DISPLAY ADS:
FULL PAGE ADS INCLUDING 4/COLOR:
1X RATE: $7,000 PER QUARTER
4X RATE: $6,000 PER QUARTER

ADVERTORIALS:
TWO PAGE SPREAD ADS DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOUR COMPANY
Includes editorial article written by Advertiser (left page) and Full Page Display Ad (right page)
RATE: $9,000 — Limited Space

TOP SHELF INTERVIEW:
TWO PAGE SPREAD INTERVIEW WITH ONE OF YOUR COMPANY’S KEY LEADERS
Tell your story! All interviews are conducted by Broadband Library.
RATE: $9,000 — Limited Space

BROADBAND LIBRARY PRINT AD SPECS:
FULL PAGE 8.25 x 10.75 trim size (add .125” bleed)
SPREAD 16.5 x 10.75 trim size (add .125” bleed)

Please keep live matter not intended to trim a minimum of .375” from trim size. All artwork must be 4-color CMYK 300 DPI pdfx1a with crops and bleeds.

PRODUCT/SERVICES LISTINGS:
The Library’s “On the Shelf” listings are indexed by categories in alphabetical order, a user friendly way to research and study.

4X RATE: $895 PER LISTING PER QUARTER
Listings are sold on a yearly program only.

REQUIREMENTS: “On the Shelf ” listings: Maximum 65-word description (as an electronic file) and Artwork also should be sent as an electronic file (300 dpi, CMYK, tiff or JPEG).

WWW.BROADBANDLIBRARY.COM
DIGITAL DELIVERY

E-BOOK:

In addition to our printed publication — Our interactive E-Book of Broadband Library can be downloaded from our website www.broadbandlibrary.com. The E-Book, in an HTML5 format, is a digital flip edition of the print magazine in its entirety. It is searchable and includes hyperlinks of content and advertisements throughout each page at no additional charge.

WEB ADVERTISING RATES:

BANNER ADS:

TOP POSITION BANNER AD
(728x90 pixels plus click thru URL)
$6,000 PER QUARTER

MIDDLE POSITION BANNER AD
(728x90 pixels plus click thru URL)
$5,000 PER QUARTER

MIDDLE SPONSOR AD
(300x250 pixels plus click thru URL)
$3,000 PER QUARTER

FEATURED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

$1,000 PER QUARTER
(Includes product/service image plus click thru URL)

E-BLAST:

Each quarter SCTE/ISBE e-blasts the publication to every 28,000+ members which can be viewed and downloaded in its entirety online. Additionally, SCTE/ISBE provides a direct hyperlink from its website’s homepage to Broadband Library’s E-Book.

SOCIAL MEDIA:

Our exclusive Broadband People Network group on LinkedIn and our Twitter account help to notify and inform other cable professionals in all facets of our broadband content and draws more traffic to our website. Through social media avenues we reach a large audience of broadband professionals and their followers every day.

BROADBAND LIBRARY DIGITAL AD SPECS:

Artwork also should be sent as jpg or png file format at 100 percent of pixel dimensions. (Final files should be optimized and provided at 72 pixels per inch.)

LIBRARY FOOTNOTE:

SCTE/ISBE has increased its membership to more than 28,000 members!
RAVE REVIEWS

“Broadband Library is constantly seeking new ways to meet the needs of a changing industry. We value our 20 year partnership with Cathy Wilson and thank her for providing SCTE members the highest quality member-benefit publication.”

— Mark L. Dzuban, President/CEO, SCTE/ISBE

“Broadband Library is the most valuable publication to me because it is in print. I use the online version as well for research but I prefer the print version. Thanks Cathy for producing such a high quality informative magazine for SCTE.”

— Andy Parrott, VP Technical Operations, Altice USA/Suddenlink

“From back in 1996 when it was Literature Library, to today’s ‘Broadband Library’, there is a certain something about the look and feel of this publication that compels me to pick it up before other trade magazines.”

— Nick Segura, Director of Technical Operations, Charter Communications

“Broadband Library brings a lot of information from key people in the industry to so many more that benefit from other’s real life experiences. Also, the Products and Services section allows me to keep up with new technology.”

— Pete Marens, Director of Purchasing & Capital Management, WOW! Internet.Cable.Phone.
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